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All@Sea

Covid-19 forces changes to the way we do business
Radiowaves CEO David Wimble tells us what’s been

happening....
Like most companies, we have made some major changes
to the way we do business. This pandemic has hit the
Cruise and holiday industry more than most.
When the outbreak shut down our operations, we had some
tough decisions to make. Either to try and weather the
storm and hope that business will carry on as usual, or to
change the
way we
operate.
Having just
invested
nearly
quarter of a
million
pounds in
our new
state of the art studios at Maidstone, we had already
committed to a long term investment. So, we decided that
we had to look at a new and innovative way to work in the
future, using technology to make our service future proof
and personal to each and every Cruise Company.
Instead of putting radio presenters on ships, we have
developed our own onboard radio servers, which will

enable both ‘As Live’ output as
we have done for the last 6
years, but also add additional
channels. These can be
tailored to the our customer
requirements specific to each
cruise ship.
Although this has been an
significant investment for us, it
takes away the customer
burden of paying for flights,
and medicals etc.
More importantly, for our clients, this means that they do
not have to supply additional cabins to accommodate
entertainers.
The servers take updated content every day, sent to the
ships either overnight by internet or even directly by
satellite.
Our radio channels are literally available to plug and play
once installed by our technical team.
Add into the mix the ability to have well known Radio
presenters being able to do daily shows direct from the UK,
and this makes it a major enhancement to the ships
onboard entertainment and marketing strategy.

Our first server has exceeded our
expectations

Radiowaves CEO David Wimble

www.radiowavesmedia.co.uk

With the change
in the way we do
business,
Radiowaves is
now proud to
have some new
presenters join
our line up.

Nigel Farage
Investigates

With daily and weekly shows available
to your brand, we have joining us over
the next few months one of the most

controversial people in Britain. Nigel
Farage will be doing a series of one
hour talk shows, called ‘Nigel Farage
Investigates’ talking about the big hard
hitting stories affecting the world. Love
him or loathe him, he is an exceptional
broadcaster and always a great talking
point on any ship!
Nigel is also available through our
office for onboard presenting and
lectures.
Two more exclusive shows to
Radiowaves are:-

Dr Fox’s Heritage Chart.

International radio personality Neil Fox
Joining the Radiowave’s line up to
bring us our own exclusive chart show,
featuring some classic artists from
back in the day, but with a twist. We
have compiled some new music, by

the artists you love. Neil can also join
ships for onboard shows.

Steve Penk’s Radio
Nightmares.

Steve Penk has built a reputation of
being one of the funniest guys in the
business. Having had Sony Award
winning shows on both Capital Radio
in London and Piccadilly Radio in
Manchester, he took the format to ITV
and had some of the biggest
audiences on prime time Saturday
evening TV. The show consists of the
very best hit music, together with
hilarious comedic telephone wind ups.
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Dan Nash joins RadiowavesCovid-19 Discounting
Have a 3 channel Radiowaves server onboard your ship from just £100 per day!

With Radiowaves launching their new
onboard servers, we have a special
‘Covid-19’ Discount to our customers.
Any ship that takes this service can
have a multi-channel server, complete
with branded “as live” radio channels
from just £100 per day (based on a
minimum 12 month contract).
The offer comes with channel one, your
ships own bespoke radio channel, all
jingles and branding. Featuring a
breakfast show providing information
about the cruise ports of call and
important voyage information, and also
our award winning Live at 5 Show.
Ideal to listen to in the cabin or state
room, with competitions and
information on future cruises and
onboard promotions.
We can also include pre-recorded
interviews with some of the ships
officers and onboard entertainers, or

some ‘down the line’ interviews with
visiting acts and onboard speakers.
Our unique selling proposition is our
ability to fully personalise your radio
channel to ensure optimisation of
onboard revenue!
The two remaining channels can be
made up with a choice of our bespoke
programming (over 20 types of shows
to choose from and updated weekly) or
can be used to provide themed music
for the ship, for different venues, and
time coded to suit the time of day.
If you take this service we can even
come onboard (normally for one cruise)
and get plenty of onboard content, to
make the radio sound absolutely live
from the ship.
Every server is mirrored so that it will
have thousands of radio shows already
installed for our generic channels along

with over 400,000 licenced songs
covering over 7 decades of music.
Our channels run 24 hours per day and
we can provide ‘As Live’ sounding radio
shows, with some of the country’s most
loved radio stars, all with your ship and
company branding.

This package includes our Promotional
Branding package of over 20
professionally produced jingles and the
ability to have up to four 30 second
promotional adverts inserted every
month. (Previous months adverts can
be retained and played out within the
shows).

For more information Contact
Dan Nash on 01797 364837
or email:
Dan@radiowavesmedia.co.uk

Onboard music for ships
Radiowaves now offers a full music library service for
ships entertainment teams.
This is can take a number of forms, but includes a weekly
music download link featuring the UK and USA top 40
singles plus the weekly top 10 Albums. And two exclusive
party mega mixes which are 30 minutes long and
combined with the very best music to dance to. We work
alongside some of the worlds greatest DJ/Producers to
bring you music that is exclusive to Radiowaves.
Also other music downloads are available from our
extensive library.
Including non-stop mixes from…
1950’s
1960’s
1970’s
1980’s
1990’s
2000’s
Specialist music genres including love song mixes, rock
and roll, reggae are all available at the click of a button.
New for the 2021 cruising season we will also be
introducing some regional ‘sailaway’ CDs and downloads,
with music specifically selected for different world
destinations sailaways.
At our Maidstone studios we can produce bespoke music
packages and also voiceover productions for your ship.

Contact David on :01797 364837
Or email David@radiowavesmedia.co.uk

Inquisitive about quizzes?
Radiowaves is famous for our interactive quizzes that form
part of our breakfast show and Live at Five evening shows.
We all know that with many guests staying loyal to the
same brands, onboard quizzes can prove to be
problematic, as they have heard many of them before.
Radiowaves Media has started a weekly service featuring
a selection of quizzes and puzzles that can be downloaded
daily from our servers.
You can choose the type of quiz you want and choose from
a selection of topics, including…
History
Travel
Culture
Science
Music
Geography
And of course General Knowledge.
A selection of music quizzes are also available as a
download, including our ‘Masters of Pop’ games show, very
loosely based on radio 2’s Pop Master and introduced by
our own presenter Bruce Ken. It includes rounds such as
‘What is the Year’and the Mouldy Oldies, and is lots of fun.
Each quiz contains 20 questions and features jingles.
These have always proved very popular.
For more information.
The service includes downloadable question and
answer sheets.
We also have a daily download for puzzles including
crosswords and sudoku puzzles.
This service can save entertainment and hotels teams
a lot of time per weeks, in preparing varied onboard
quiz packs.

Contact David : 01797 364837
Or email David@radiowavesmedia.co.uk

Since the last edition of ‘All at Sea’ we have had a few
changes to our personnel, with Daniel Nash joining us and
heading up our international sales team.
Dan has been aware of Radiowaves since being a guest
onboard a Windstar ship last year and enjoying the content
of the daily live shows.
We asked Dan why he came to Radiowaves….

Daniel said: “ I have been involved with international sales
for many years, working with one of the world's largest
pharmaceutical companies.

I took a last minute cruise from Costa Rica through the
Panama Canal when I first discovered Radiowaves in the
cabin, and had never heard anything like it. It ticked all the
boxes, playing great music, but it was also very informative.
In fact,I was seduced by the Radiowaves secret formula. I
listened to an interview with the future sales guy and ended
up booking another cruise, to Alaska, whilst still onboard!

With Covid-19 restrictions I found myself thinking about
work and what I really wanted to do, then for some reason I
found myself Googling Radiowaves. As luck would have it,
they were advertising a position for a corporate sales
director, so realising that I had nothing to lose, I applied.

When I visited the company’s head office, at their main
studios based in Maidstone, Kent, I have to say I was blown
away! I had no idea what to expect if I am honest, but the
whole set up is so professional, and it is clear that they take
their radio very seriously.

The studios are truly amazing and on the day that I visited
DJ Neil Fox was there recording one of his shows.
David Wimble explained the concept of Radiowaves, and
that the new offering was completely unique, with multiple
channels of music. I made it clear there and then that I
would love the opportunity to work with such an innovative
company!

In the 3 months that I have been involved with the business,
the thing I like most is the approach the creative team have
for coming up with new and exciting programming ideas.
Along with the additional bolt-on’s to the radio channels we
have found that nearly all of the ships we supply have taken
the weekly quiz and music packages, as it provides great
diversity and saves so much time.

My love for music is what first made me get involved with
the company and I guess I am just a frustrated DJ at heart.
When I turn up at the studio’s sometimes I have to pinch
myself, seeing some of the UK’s top DJ’s arriving at the
studios to record their shows! It is one of those things
everyone thinks they can do, but I soon realised the amount
of work that goes on behind the scenes, collating
information and making each show bespoke for the
individual ship brands.

I have enjoyed meeting the hotel and marketing managers
at a number of brands that we supply, and have to say that
although the current situation may not look too good, it's
gratifying to see people realise that the onboard radio, if
used properly, is a great source of entertainment and
information about what's going on around the ship. More
importantly, it's a great way of generating onboard revenue
which genuinely supports the Hotel Managers with their
biggest challenge, keeping to their revenue targets.

Without going into sales mode, at the end of the day you
only have to sell one additional cruise a week and it will
cover the costs of having it onboard. With the addition of
shore excursions and other onboard outlets, it just makes so
much sense.
So for me it's an easy sell. Like most things, the hardest
part is getting to speak to the people who make the
decisions. If you can get 10 minutes with them, they can
normally see the concept for what it is, great entertainment,
which is customised not only to the ship and the brand, but
also removes the headache of trying to deliver high quality
radio entertainment helping direct your customers to their
chosen activities onboard.

With the news that the company’s other channel
Deluxradio.com now being merged into Radiowaves, I hope
they are going to let me loose selling sponsorship for those
shows too.

My personal goal is to get 100 ships signed up to
Radiowaves over the
next two years.
There are also
plans to
expand into
bespoke
resort radio
for major
hotel
brands.
We
have a
world
class
set up
at the
studios
and the
new 4th

studio is
coming
along nicely,
so it’s all go!



One of the big sales points for
companies that use Radiowaves
Media channels onboard, is the
opportunity to offer the latest
information to customers and guests
whilst onboard.
Part of the unique selling point, is
that it is a ‘soft sell’ and special offers
and discounts can be offered, which
leads to more onboard revenue
spends.
A new feature that we are about to
introduce to our customers is to
enable your guests to have access
to the same special offers whilst at
home.
Radiowaves are introducing a fully
automated radio channel, branded to
your company, with exactly the same
sound and feel as the award -
winning onboard service.
This is streamed live from our UK
studios, and can be accessed either
through our unique dedicated
website
www.radiowavesmedia.co.uk/ YOUR
BRAND or through a website player
‘widget’ that opens up a built in
music player for your company's
website.
Radiowaves CEO David Wimble
explains how it would run: “ We have
a huge streaming ability from our
Maidstone studios and already
stream over 15 internet radio
channels. The idea is simple. The
listener will hear exactly the same
kind of shows that they would hear
as if they are onboard the ships, with
the same daily National and
International news, so would sound
“as live”. We would, however, tailor

the stream to be more focused on up
selling future cruises, with more
special offers, which could be
promoted with special discount
codes, so when a listener contacts
the sales team they just mention
they heard the offer on the radio
channel to get the discount.
The output and offers can be
changed weekly and could be as
simple as just listing up and coming
voyages, but with a ‘bolt on benefit’
which could be onboard drinks
allowance, free gratuities, or maybe
the frequent cruisers favourite….
free onboard laundry! Other income
streams could be added by featuring
concession advertising, for onboard
spas and shops.
Between shows we can tailor the
branding so that it has ‘Vox Pops’ of
customers stating things like ‘Hi this
is John and Jean Chapman from
Birmingham, we have been cruising
with XXX for so many years and the
reason we keep returning is the
superb service and outstanding
itineraries’.
Also we could feature the highlights
of previous cruises, in short 3 minute
interview segments, featuring

Captains, Cruise Directors and
cabaret acts, to bring back those
happy onboard memories.
A special featured show could be
produced with nothing but ‘this
weeks special offers and include
promotions which are time relative…
“this exclusive offer is only available
for until 28th of November and by
quoting Cruise Radio, when you
book’.
Because the shows are already in
production for the ships, a simple
24/7 stream can be very cost
effective and would cover a whole
fleet of ships.
Dan Nash said: “We have a lot of
people comment that they love
listening to Radiowaves when they
are on their cruises, so the
opportunity to listen online has
proved very popular with our
Deluxradio.com brand. Since we
started advertising that the same
shows can be listened to online, we
have found our listener statistics for
this channel has doubled, with
between 29,000 and 35,000 listeners
24/7. We are confident that, if
marketed effectively, with mentions
in onboard Cruise daily guides, that
you could increase your advertising
base massively.
Costing for this service has been
worked out on a 12 month contract,
and would cover all music licencing
(PRS and MCPS) in the UK .
With a weekly cost of only £300.00
(plus vat) this is a really cost
effective way of promoting your
company and soft selling to a loyal
audience.”

All the best in celebrity interviews

Onboard Radio.
Now available to listen to whilst you are at home!


